Use of intuition by critical care nurses: a phenomenological study
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Background: Intuition is defined as an irrational unconscious type of knowing. This concept was incorporated into nursing discipline for 3 decades, but nowadays its application is uncertain and ignored by educational institutions. Therefore, this study aimed to explore critical care nurses’ understanding of the use of intuition in clinical practice.

Materials and methods: In a descriptive phenomenological study, 12 nurses employed in critical care units of the hospitals affiliated with Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences, were recruited to a study using purposive, semistructured interviews, which were then written down verbatim. The data were managed by MaxQDA 10 software and analyzed as qualitative, with Colaizzi’s seven-stage approach.

Results: Of the 12 nurses who participated in the study, seven (58.3%) were female and married, 88.3% (ten) had a Bachelor of Nursing (BSc) degree, and the means ± SD of age, job experience, and critical care experience were 36.66 ± 7.01, 13.75 ± 6.82, and 7.66 ± 3.36 years, respectively. We extracted three main themes, namely “patient conditions”, “nurse readiness”, and “outcome”, and seven subthemes – including “clinical signs”, “patient behaviors”, “prognosis”, “being sensitive”, “desire to act”, “prediction”, and “satisfaction” – integral to understanding the use of intuition in clinical practice by critical care nurses.

Conclusion: The findings showed that some nurses were attracted by the patients’ conditions and were more intuitive about them, and following their intuition prepared the nurses to undertake more appropriate measures. The positive results that the majority of the nurses experienced convinced them to follow their intuitions more often.
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Introduction
There are four ways of learning in nursing: empirical, aesthetic, personal, and ethical “knowing”.1,2 Intuition has been considered the “art of nursing” or “aesthetic knowing”, and “tacit knowledge” or “personal knowing”.3,4 Benner and Tanner theorized five steps to reach competence in clinical nursing, commencing with novice and continuing to expert. In this way, an expert nurse uses intuition for providing best-practice nursing care.

Intuition has been defined as a feeling of knowing that something terrible is happening, an immediate unconscious perception, direct understanding of truths, independence of the analytical process, a nonlinear process of knowing through physical awareness, “emotional awareness” and “making connection between them”, and an irrational unconscious type of knowing. It has also been described as a “gut feeling” and with some negative connotations, such as “having a very bad feeling”,...
“feeling uncomfortable”, “feeling there was something terribly wrong”, “something missing”, or there was “something they had not done”.7,10

In a literature review, we found a few studies examining the use of intuition in nursing clinical practice. In this regard, Rew and Barrow stated that, “Intuition is a main component of decision-making and judgment in nursing”,11 while other studies mentioned the significant role of intuition in nursing ethics, which could be applied to choose the best moral act in a dilemma of a more complex clinical nature.12 Intuition has also been found to have a positive effect on reducing the mortality of patients,13 managing crises in unpredictable clinical conditions, and diagnosing the deterioration of patients.14,15

Although the entity of intuition has been verified by physiological studies,16,17 intuition is still considered an untrustworthy, unreliable concept in nursing and other allied health sciences where its application is unknown.18 Additionally, the belief that the legitimacy of intuition is affected by its complex, mysterious nature, and that it is somehow personal, has prevented its articulation by nurses in clinical practice.19 Due to its abstract nature and the inability of nurses to discuss its vagaries, intuition is still at the descriptive and qualitative stage in nursing.20 Ruth-Sahd maintained intuition recognition in nursing is constrained for many reasons, such as lack of a clear definition, lack of understanding of how nonrational ways of knowing complement the rational, failure to identify how the intuitive mind may inform evidence-based practice, lack of discourse about intuition in education, nurses’ reluctance to appear foolish or engender conflict if they cannot provide a rationale for their actions, self-perception of lack of intuitiveness, and fear that an intuitive action may be wrong.21

However, with respect to the aforementioned limitations and the lack of studies about the use of intuition by critical care nurses who are caring for more critically ill patients,22 the current study was conducted to explore the understanding of critical care nurses’ use of intuition in clinical practice.

**Materials and methods**

This qualitative study was done as descriptive phenomenology. As established by Edmund Husserl in the early 20th century, phenomenology is used to investigate the lived experiences of humans. The purpose of this approach is to assess the experiences of individuals as understood by them, without the researcher interpreting the meanings. Accordingly, the researchers must set aside all their prior knowledge about the issue.23 Intuition is an abstract concept and cannot be studied as objective; therefore, to investigate its essence, we must refer to the experiences of those who have used it.6

**Participants**

The participants were 12 nurses employed in critical care units of hospitals affiliated with Kermanshah University of Medical Science (KUMS), who were recruited using the purposive method. The inclusion criteria consisted of having worked in critical care units for at least 3 years, having experience of using intuition in clinical practice, and consent to participate in the study. The sample size was according to data saturation, with no appearance of new data during the interviews. Saturation in qualitative studies occurs during data gathering and analysis, when new information is not obtained, as verified by the scrutiny of at least two knowledgeable experts in qualitative research.24

**Data collection**

For data collection, permission was given by the officials of the research deputy of Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences (SBMU), KUMS, and the hospitals affiliated with KUMS. We were then referred to the critical care units of the hospitals, where after the topic and objectives of the study were explained and assurance of confidentiality and anonymity of personal information were given, written informed consent was obtained from the participants. In order to identify the most suitable participants, the researcher described two of his experiences about using intuition in clinical practice, which resulted in the enrollment of those nurses who had experienced it and who also met the inclusion criteria. A deep semistructured interview was conducted on the study participants, through a questionnaire with open questions, such as “What is the definition of intuition?”, and “What are your experiences of using intuition in clinical practice?”, and some other probing questions, eg, querying where, why, and when. The duration of each interview was 30–60 minutes. The interviews were conducted in the critical care units during morning and evening shifts according to agreement between the researcher and the participants. This process lasted approximately 6 months: from March to August 2015. All the interviews were tape-recorded. MaxQDA 10 software was used for data management, and the data were analyzed as qualitative with the seven-stage approach of Colaizzi. The Colaizzi approach is applied for eliciting related concepts of lived human experiences and organizing the anecdotal data into phenomenology studies.25 For this purpose, the following steps were carried out. 1) After each interview, we listened to the audio files repeatedly, then transcribed them verbatim,
after which the written files were read several times. 2) After reading the written interviews, we highlighted the meaningful related statements. 3) Concepts representative of each of the statements then emerged. 4) The researcher developed the concepts into categories based on their similarity. 5) The results were incorporated into larger categories. 6) We tried to offer a comprehensive description of the concepts. Finally, 7) the trustworthiness of the data was verified.

Trustworthiness
Rigor was achieved using several strategies included in the trustworthiness criteria described by Schwandt et al. To enhance credibility, the researchers conducted member checks with participants after the first-level analysis and again at several points during data analysis. Final member checking occurred as participants were asked to review the findings, comment on the accuracy of interpretations, and confirm descriptions. Credibility was also addressed through peer debriefing: the researchers shared the text summaries, identification of themes, constitutive processes, and final drafts of the findings with their colleagues knowledgeable in nursing and qualitative research. The participants varied in demographic characteristics, such as age, sex, work location, and experience in nursing and critical care units, and the researchers also believed in their philosophy of qualitative study, which increased the credibility. To support the study’s dependability, the researchers extensively studied texts with relevant themes, which were also scrutinized as external checks by experts in psychology and nursing and qualitative approaches. Themes extracted from the descriptions of the participants were tested and confirmed by suspension of the researchers’ prior ideas. The researchers submit that transferability of the findings is possible, because the sampling was purposive and informational redundancy was achieved. Also, the descriptions were assessed by three expert nurses apart from the study participants, producing results with sufficient congruence with their experiences to support transferability.

Results
Of the 12 nurses who participated in the study, seven (58.3%), were female and married, 88.3% (ten) had a Bachelor of Nursing (BSc) degree, and two had master’s (MSc) degrees. The mean ± SD of age, job experience, and critical care experience were 36.66±7.01, 13.75±6.82, and 7.66±3.36 years, respectively. These variable ranges were 28–50 years for age, 5–30 years for job experience, and 4–14 years for critical care experience. Nine of the nurses were working in intensive care units and three in cardiac care units. Qualitative analysis of the data revealed three themes and seven subthemes. The main themes were patient condition, nurse readiness, and outcome (Table 1).

Patient condition
Most of the nurses demonstrated that patient condition had little influence on the use of intuition, but from analyzing the data, we concluded they had expressed some common, similar statements about patients, which could be incorporated into the theme of patient condition and three subthemes: clinical signs, patient behavior, and prognosis.

Clinical signs
The majority of the participants described intuition as an understanding beyond and partly paradoxical to the clinical signs of patients. While some patients had normal vital signs, the nurses felt that they would deteriorate or death might occur. As interviewee 1 said about a 28-year-old male undergoing angioplasty operation: “The patient was clinically stable, the same as other patients of the unit […] and communicated with us about his family and job situations […] but I felt the patient would encounter a problem”. Some also believed, however, that the clinical situation of patients was very serious, but against their colleagues’ ideas the intuition informed them that patients’ conditions would improve. In this regard, interviewee 6 stated, “All the doctors had lost their hope in the patient […] additional to the brain aneurysm, she had severe edema and a liver problem, even the creatinine [blood creatinine] had been raised closed to dialysis [hemodialysis] […] but I was confident in doing my work, meaning I was sure that if I did something for the patient, she would be returned [would be recovered]”.

Patient behavior
Some nurses expressed their intuitions formed about younger patients or clients who attracted their attention. For example, interviewee 10 said, “[…] such as the patient in 10 bed. He

Table 1 Themes and subthemes in intuition use by critical care nurses in clinical practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient condition</td>
<td>Clinical signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prognosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readiness</td>
<td>Being sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desire to act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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was young, he was married, and had some children. I felt compassionate to him; my mind was constantly busy to him that why this happened to him (hospitalized in the intensive care unit) with these situations”.

Other participants stated when the patients’ behaviors changed, the intuition would come to them, and these changes were about the mood of the patients and their speech. Interviewee 11 displayed this: “The patients totally changed, in morality and somehow psychological turned, their sentences are also very interesting […] such as I have lasted my life, this was in the sentences of all who would be expired”. Some of the nurses were also affected by the good personality, communication, and morale of patients, but overall they revealed that intuition about special patients came to them involuntarily, with no identifiable logical reasons.

Prognosis
Nearly all the nurses indicated that their intuition inspired them to reassess the prognosis of the patients, which was not detectable by typical physical examinations and laboratory findings. In other words, some patients were in poor condition – in some cases, the physician had even ordered “no code” – but some participants, such as the nurse in interview 10, who cared for an old man with very low cardiac ejection fraction, understood the patient would survive. Alternatively, sometimes the patients were in good condition, while the nurse felt a bad prognosis was inevitable for them, as interviewee 5 stated about a 45-year-old patient: “His condition had no problem, the GCS [Glasgow Coma Scale] was 14, 15, the hemodynamic was stable, even we supposed the patient would be transferred to a general unit during the next 2 days, but I had an apprehension about him, I checked the patient, he had no problem […] when I was at rest, then my colleagues said he had had an instant bradycardia, and arrested, the CPR [cardiopulmonary resuscitation] was not successful; he died”.

Some participants foretold the prognosis of patients with confidence, as interviewee 6 declared about a young car-accident patient: “I told whether or not this patient will die, this patient will die surely; this was what my intuition said, it was not readable by the symptoms, the patient was stable, only there was a simple belly trauma, he went toward the radiology unit. Before reaching there, he was returned to the unit [he had died]”.

Readiness
Consequent to receiving the intuition, the nurses readied themselves for an appropriate response. In this regard, we elicited two subthemes: being sensitive and desire to act.

Being sensitive
After comprehending the intuition, the nurses paid more attention to particular patients by increasing their assessments and being more sensitive about them. The participant in interview 12 announced that due to intuition, her reactions to the patient were faster; she also said, “My attention span has developed”. On becoming more confident about a patient’s clinical status, some participants requested colleagues to do more physical examinations of their patient; they even called physicians to scrutinize and visit the patient without any compelling reason. Interviewee 9 mentioned, “Sometimes when a patient entered the unit, given my intuition signs, I told my colleague that the emergency trolley should be put beside the patient bed and the intubation (insertion of an endotracheal tube) devices readied, and please tell the resident (the resident physician) to visit this patient”.

Desire to act
The participants maintained that intuition encouraged them to perform a measure for recovery of the patient or predicted something unforeseen. Interviewee 6 stated, “I felt I must come back and remove his ‘trach’ [tracheostomy tube]. Likewise, when I came back, without changing clothes, directly I went to the bedside of the patient and did that work”. In a case where the CPR team had unsuccessfully finished their remedial actions, after a few minutes one of the nurses (interview 4) had an intuitive sense to inject adrenaline into the heart muscle of the dead patient without the physician’s order, after which he revived. The participant in interview 4 described his intuition: “This is a sense that forced me to fulfill that work”. Some of the participants expressed that sometimes the intuition would guide a last-ditch attempt to save patients. For instance, the participant in interview 9 remarked about a 40-year-female who had undergone heart surgery who survived after successful CPR, “If I was not sensitive to the patient (based on the intuition), without exaggeration, the patient would be dead”.

Outcome
The outcomes of critical care nurses’ use of intuition were shown in two subthemes: prediction and satisfaction.

Prediction
All the participants affirmed that their intuitions proved to be correct. The majority of them anticipated the patient’s death, with almost complete accuracy. Interviewee 3 stated about an old patient after cardiac surgery: “[My intuition] told me this patient will never awaken [wake up after general anesthesia]”. Some believed that intuition use had no negative
results, because they took more care of their patients, and perhaps this care hindered the occurrence of intuitive predictions. Interviewee 8 stated that “Under 1 minute ago, I felt the patient would arrest […] if I had understood that 2 minutes later, the patient would have gone to other world [died]”. Nurses must still deal with some problems about the use of intuition when they predict an event about a patient. One of them is their lack of authority: they are limited in the medical interventions they can make without physician supervision to prevent patient deterioration, while some also believed that the intuition of nurses is denied by physicians. As interviewee 6 stated, “Unfortunately, the doctors don’t accept us [nurses]; they do not know more about intuition”.

Satisfaction
The nurses who experienced intuition and acted upon it were satisfied with their work and believed in the positive results of intuition. One of the nurses who acted on his intuition and whose patient recovered stated, “I cannot describe that happiness in that day, it is not comparable to anything, I thank God for this” (interview 9); and interview 2 (speaking about an old woman patient with thyroid cancer, who was supposed to go to a general unit by physician order and was hindered by the nurse, based on the latter’s intuition of her experiencing a cardiac arrest), mentioned, “I myself am very satisfied, for [based on my intuition] I didn’t allow that patient go to a general ward”. Some nurses explained that what happens based on intuition is really amazing and similar to a miracle, as interviewee 5 stated: “These people [intuitive nurses] can read God’s thoughts […] that is a miracle when a nurse sees a patient and thinks this patient will return”.

Discussion
This study aimed to explore the understanding of critical care nurses’ use of intuition. In this regard, the nurses indicated that patients’ particular conditions, such as inconsistency between prognosis signs and changing patient behaviors, and patients attracting nurses’ interest, fostered intuition. We found a lack of available research about patient conditions that induced intuition, because most of the research stressed the characteristics of the intuitive nurses. Ruth-Sahd and Tisdell showed that the length of time and the background situations that connect nurses to patients essentially affect the receipt of intuition. They also verified that when patients trust nurses, they tell the nurses more about their feelings and concerns, so the nurses can form spiritual relationships with patients and will be very relaxed with them. These patients were named “open patients”, because they wanted to be understood. Moreover, using the intuition is context-based, and accordingly Phelvin disclosed that nurses apply it to care for people with profound learning disability. This is done by “reading” the patients’ nonverbal cues. Smith et al concluded that nurses receive energy from their patients, which was mentioned in their study instrument by such statements as “I sense positive energy coming from my patient”, “I sense negative energy coming from my patient”, and “I sense an energy field around my patient”. This perhaps concurs with our results where nurses stated that the patient must have attracted their interest.

In the view of Green, some nurses saw the receipt of intuition as a major part of their role, whereas others experienced few intuitions for many reasons, including inadequate experience or conceptual knowledge, a lack of adequate clarity about the goal of their practice or of what is actually good for patients, or a lack of desire or commitment to achieving the best for their patients. Some patients also have valid intuitions about themselves that predict their prognosis and can be transferred to nurses via proper communication. In this regard, Buetow and Mintoft argued that the intuition of patients must be considered by clinicians for enhancing decision-making and planning their care. We believe that some nurses who are very serious about their patients’ conditions and are totally committed to their well-being can distinguish slight changes in the emotional and physical states of patients easily; therefore, they may achieve more intuition about them.

The findings revealed that intuition prepares nurses for dealing with unknown complications in patients, so that they are more sensitive to patients and want to act on signs and symptoms immediately. Complementary to our work, Lyneham et al categorized intuition in expert nurses into three stages, including the first stage (cognitive intuition), which is the consequence of a relationship between knowledge and experience, wherein nurses undertake many assessments without any evidence of rational processing of the intuition. However, in the transitional phase of embodied intuition, physical sensations and other behaviors enter into nurses’ awareness, encouraging them to trust their intuition fully and apply it easily without any doubts. Physicians also attempt to validate their intuitive thoughts with objective data by performing more physical and laboratory examinations. Facing the ontological, epistemological, and ethical conundrums, some researchers believe that intuition in medical sciences is mind–body dualism to provide an embodied cognition or knowledge needed for robust clinical reasoning. In their view, “Intuition, as an implicit and integral part of clinical reasoning, is associated with the way in which clinical judgment unites different elements such as deductive knowledge,
information from observation, and past experience with groups of individuals, as well as statistical information.\textsuperscript{32,33} Because of the contextual and affective factors that could affect its functioning, intuition is more vulnerable to errors than the analytic system, but Pelaccia et al realized the advantages of clinical reasoning and intuition to medical educators in consideration of the importance of providing learning environments in which medical students can develop their abilities to reason intuitively.\textsuperscript{34} Accordingly, some educational approaches are recommended in nursing for increasing intuition in students, such as mind-quietening exercises, journal writing, group brainstorming, sharing intuitive exemplars, preparing an atmosphere of curiosity with focusing on intuition, and asking students to assess the patients using intuitive feelings.\textsuperscript{35} Other emphasize the role of reflexivity, or reflective practice, in the development of intuitive professional knowledge and skills.\textsuperscript{34}

It seems the assessment of patients could be prompted by doubts about the intuition “voice”; these doubts may be reduced by further experience in the application of intuition. Also, we believe this process starts with intuition awareness, and continues with analytic measures. Therefore, the closely intertwined relationship between these two issues could be considered a continuum, commencing with intuition and leading to more assessment.

Based on the results, the nurses were able to predict the situation of patients through their intuition, and were very satisfied after acting upon it. In accordance with our study, Lyneham et al concluded intuitive feelings can happen before the commencement of clinical signs in patients, enabling nurses to predict signs via intuition cues.\textsuperscript{6} Also, Smith et al demonstrated that when nurses know about a patient’s condition, they perform appropriate measures calmly and peacefully.\textsuperscript{9} The notion that nurses’ satisfaction from the successful application of their intuitive experiences to their work is perhaps related to their use of all necessary actions for the provision of best care of their patients requires more research.

Limitations
The participants were nurses who had experienced the effects of using intuition in clinical practice, and who purposely enrolled in the study. As qualitative research, these results could not be generalized to other locations. Therefore, qualitative studies in various clinical settings are recommended.

Conclusion
In this study, nurses felt intuitions about particular patients who had some personal and clinical characteristics. While the intuitions had many positive results for patients as well as nurses, the nurses were very comfortable using intuition, which they considered a lifesaver for patients. Following their intuition experiences, nurses paid more attention to the intended clients, and provided extra assessments and care of patients.

Although nurses and other health care workers repeatedly use intuition in clinical practice, we believe they have little information about it. However, as the first investigation of intuition in nursing in Iran, this study can now become a theoretical base for other research. We also believe educating nurses to use intuition may enhance the quality of patient care, but this proposal needs more qualitative and quantitative studies.
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